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1. Introduction

The volume of trade has forever been the driving force of economic growth. New production systems, integration of global value chains and trends toward reliance on just-in-time delivery systems mean that more than ever, trade needs to be faster and more reliable. This calls for increasing the quantity and quality of information exchange. 

A digital freight corridor between two airports/ports enhances shipment visibility and optimises the flow of cargo data. The collaboratively created digital corridor facilitates the flow of information within the stakeholder chain and optimises cargo visibility across the stakeholder network. These digital data corridors can evolve from connecting one cargo network like airport community platform in one country to the airport community platform in the other country. These hubs can connect multiple countries using the simple principle of data federation and trust.



Concept of Digital Corridors set up by trusted network of stakeholders



Connected community platforms to establish a digital corridor



 

1. All about Digital Corridors

What is a Digital Corridor?

A Digital Corridor is an electronic platform that connects multiple entities to share the status of business activities and relevant information.

The digital corridor is established when a community platform at a location gets connected with the community platform at another location to exchange relevant data. In case of non-availability of community platforms at a certain location, direct interface with individual stakeholders can be established and details can be made available to the partner airport.  

It allows the electronic exchange of information or sharing of e-documents to fulfil business and/or regulatory requirements amongst economic operators or government authorities.

· platform has a single point of data entry for the exchange of information between regulatory agencies and trading participants

· business activities are simpler, faster and more efficient with reduced risk of errors and data duplication

· seamless exchange of details allows to achieve greater efficiency and transparency in processes




A digital freight corridor between the two countries is of high relevance in air trade. It enhances shipment visibility and optimises the flow of cargo data from the point of origin to the destination and vice versa. The collaboratively established digital corridors facilitate the flow of information within the stakeholder chain and optimises cargo visibility across the stakeholder network. These digital data corridors can evolve from connecting one cargo network like airport community in one country to the airport community in the other country. 

Why digital corridors are needed?

Management of cross-border exchange of goods is challenging. To comply with import, export and transit-related regulatory requirements, companies involved in international trade must regularly prepare and submit large volumes of information and documents to government authorities. The information and documentation often must be submitted to several different agencies, various regulatory authorities each with their own specific (manual or automated) systems and paper forms. The extensive requirements, together with their associated compliance costs, can constitute a serious burden to both governments and the business community. It is also a serious barrier to the development of international trade. 

UN Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business in its recommendation 33 indicates that the establishment of a single window is the most practical approach towards reducing non-tariff barriers. Trade related information needs to be submitted once at a single-entry point. This can enhance the availability and handling of information, expedite and simplify information flows between trade and government. It will result in greater harmonisation and sharing of the relevant data across governmental systems and bring meaningful gains to all parties involved in cross-border trade. The use of such a facility can result in improved efficiency and effectiveness of official controls and can reduce costs for both governments and traders due to a better use of resources.

The UN recommendation 33 talks about Five levels to achieve end to end digitization of trade lifecycle enabling cross-border paperless trade.

· Level 1: Paperless Customs, it includes electronic Payment of Customs Duty, electronic Container Loading List and electronic risk-based inspection

· Level 2: Connecting the IT systems of government and regulatory bodies with paperless Customs systems

· Level 3: Electronic exchange of documentation amongst stakeholders within the community (air, sea)

· Level 4: National Logistics platform integrated with the systems of traders and logistics services providers

· Level 5: Regional information exchange system enabling cross-border paperless trade

UN recommendation 33 for Trade Facilitation


Here is a list of scenarios occurring in the international trade process. These scenarios reinforce the need for a Digital Corridor to conduct trade securely and seamlessly:

· Extensive paperwork for approval and clearance of cargo 

· Lack of visibility of import cargo leading to movement of high-risk cargo without inspection

· Non availability of advance cargo information causes inefficient planning and delays processing of shipments after the arrival at the destination and increases operational cost

· Revenue leakage due to alterations in the declared value of imported products in comparison to their actual value 

· Difficulties in Identifying country of origin due to non-availability of Certificate of Origin in advance

· Increase in compliance-related processes and costs for customs and traders

· Loss of data or errors in data entry after arrival of cargo at the import station





Industry initiatives

International associations such as IATA, IPSCA and so on have lunched multiple initiatives on global trade facilitation. All the initiatives are focused on end to end visibility of shipment, transparency in transactions and capturing information at source. Few key industry initiatives have been detailed further.

Cargo iQ

Cargo iQ is a self-funded, IATA sponsored interest group of air cargo stakeholders. It is composed of eighty members comprising of airlines, freight forwarders, ground handlers, trucking companies. The objective of Cargo iQ interest group is to implement processes, backed by quality standards, which are measurable to improve the efficiency of air cargo. Cargo iQ is implemented through a Master Operating Plan (MOP). The MOP has been developed by the Cargo iQ interest group. The MOP describes the key processes and sub-processes involved in transporting air cargo from shipper to consignee. The milestones will occur in Airport to Airport and Door to Door transportation of freight. 

There are six key Cargo iQ milestones identified in Airport to Airport transportation:

1. RCS: Cargo Received from Shipper and Accepted for Carriage

1. DEP: Shipment Departure from Origin / Last Departure Point

1. ARR: Shipment Arrival at Transit / Destination

1. RCF: Cargo Received from Flight

1. NFD: Notification of Readiness for Delivery of Cargo

1. DLV: Cargo Delivered to Consignee









Following are nineteen key milestones identified in Door to Door transportation:

	

Door to Airport

1. Book and Plan Shipment 

· Receive booking request from shipper

· Shipment details from Shipper

· Plan routing

· Request capacity

· Confirm capacity

· Send FSU – BKD (Booked on a flight) message 

· Create and share route maps (D2D/ A2A)

·  Arrange for pick-up

2. Pick up from Shipper

· Labelling freight

· Associated piece level information with booking

· Pick-up freight

3. Receive freight at forwarder branch facility

· Arrival of freight

· Labelling and Verification

· Match actual freight and security details

· Check booking accuracy and adjust

· Create shipment record

· Sort and Store

4. Transfer to forwarder hub

· Confirm information

· Issue loading list for hub delivery

· Departure of Truck

5. Prepare export shipment

· Arrival of Truck

· Verification of truckload

· Check security status of shipments

· Create MAWB

· Send freight picking instructions

· Prepare shipment for export

6. Transfer Shipment to carrier domain 

· Issue loading list

· Depart truck to carrier domain

· Transmit forwarder information to carrier

· Send FWB (Freight Waybill) and FHL (House Air waybill) message 

· Arrival of truck at carrier domain

7. Receive Shipment into Carrier domain 

· Channel forwarder information to GHA

· Assign unloading slot and position to truck

· Validate security / customs status of truck

· Unload truck or receive transfer shipments

· Send FOH (Ready for Carriage) / send RCT (Received from another airline) message (as applicable)

· Screen freight

· Check booking information matches actual freight

8. Accept Shipment as Ready for Carriage 

· Verify shipment has cleared security

· Performs ready for carriage checks

· Validate information against booking

· Send RCS (Received from Shipper)/ RCT (Received from another airline) message (as applicable)

Airport to Airport

9. Prepare Freight for Transport 

· Receive shipment in transit

· Security clearance of transit shipments

· Plan flight and send booking list to warehouse

· Send FBL (Freight Booking List) message 

· Unitize freight

· Send FUM (Unit Load Device Manifest)

· Consolidate information

10. Dispatch shipment to flight, load and depart - FSU DEP (Departed)

· Move shipments to hold area for ramp transfer

· Move shipments to parking position

· Load freight and identify discrepancy

· Resolve discrepancy

· Depart flight

· Send FSU DEP (Departed) message 

11. Distribute Information 

· Transmit shipment information

· Send FWB (Freight Waybill), FFM (Flight Manifest), FHL (House Airwaybill) message

12. Arrive flight offload and dispatch shipments to warehouse

· Arrive flight at destination

· Send FSU ARR (Arrival) message

· Unload flight

· Move shipments

· Arrive shipments at warehouse

13. Check-in Shipment

· Receive shipments in warehouse

· Send FSU RCF (Received Consignment from Flight), FSU AWR (physical document received) message 

· Move in-transit shipments for storage

· Move shipments to be transferred to another carrier

· Send FSU TFD (physical transfer of cargo to airline)

14. Arrive Shipment 

· Store import freight

· Notify forwarder

· Send FSU NFD (notification on arrival of consignment) message

· Handover of documents to forwarder

· Send AWD (delivery of arrival documentation) message

15. Handover freight to forwarder

· Check Customs release status

· Prepare freight for handover

· Handover freight to forwarder

· Send FSU DLV (delivery of physical cargo) message

Airport to Door

16. Arrive Shipment at destination forwarder hub

· Depart freight for forwarder hub

· Unload truck at forwarder hub

· Reconcile shipment details

· Resolve discrepancies

· Issue loading list for on carriage or delivery

17. Transfer to forwarder branch facility

· Depart truck to forwarder branch

· Unload truck at forwarder branch

· Verify physical integrity of truckload

· Resolve discrepancies

18. Load delivery vehicle and produce run sheet

· Handover instructions

· Pick-up freight by customer

· Issue loading list for truck to consignee / load truck

· Departure of truck for delivery

19. Deliver, obtain POD (Proof of Delivery) and conclude cycle

· Capture proof of delivery

· Finalize door to door roadmap

· Report and resolve discrepancies

There are seventy-eight sub-processes included in Cargo iQ Door to Door transportation milestones.



One Record

After setting the foundation under the eFreight program, IATA’s ONE Record is the next step towards digitalization of cargo.

ONE Record is a standard for direct data sharing amongst air cargo stakeholders. It uses modern web standards for data exchange as well as a smart approach to data modelling. 

ONE Record is a specification for making any system compatible with any other system. It specifies universal connectivity and compatibility for an “internet of logistics”. The data is directly exchanged between air cargo stakeholders without a third-party service provider acting as information broker. 



ONE Record uses URLs for accessing data anywhere. Every relevant piece of information in air cargo has its own unique URL. Be it an air waybill for a specific shipment or the address of the consignee or the contents of the shipment box. All data is accessible to the stakeholders through a URL.

There are several layers of security. Any economic operator using ONE Record will need to register with an authorized registrar and receive an electronic certificate to prove authenticity. After authentication, using this certificate, set up access with another party. Lastly, the information provider will determine which data is accessible to the specified party.



IPSCA(International Port Community System Association) Network of Trusted Networks

Availability of real-time data is needed by the Shipper and all the stakeholders in the shipping supply chain. The information needed is fragmented and sourced from a variety of points in the supply chain. A delay in the availability of information can disrupt the planning around the subsequent transactions of the operations team.

As part of trade facilitation initiative, IPCSA has developed a ‘Network of Trusted Networks’. Within this Network, Port Community Systems (PCS) can connect and share information through a specially created common shared global standard, based on API (Application Program Interface). Through the ‘Network of Trusted Networks’ accurate real time data is shared with the stakeholders though the cargo supply chain.



IPCSA has developed a Track and Trace API for exchanging information relating to port calls and container shipment information. The ultimate plan is a ‘federation of PCSs’ which can develop new value-added services for logistics operators.

Types of Digital corridors

Digital corridors are electronic medium to securely and seamlessly share data between two or amongst multiple entities. Following are the kinds of Digital Corridors:

· Airport to Airport: Digital corridor established to exchange air cargo information through community platforms deployed at two different airports

· Port to Port: Digital corridor to exchange sea freight information through community platforms deployed at two seaports

· Regulatory Corridor: Digital corridors established to exchange and verify details such as customs declaration submitted at the origin airport, export/ import licences of shipper/ consignee or licenses for specific products.

· Enterprise to Enterprise: Digital corridors established between two business entities to transact, exchange data and documentation through a convenient and secured medium.



Phases in establishing a Digital corridor

Project team proposes to roll out the Digital Trade Corridor in the following Phases







Data Exchange

Establishment of a Digital Corridor is about exchange of relevant shipment data. Based on the movement of cargo, data (either information, Freight Status Updates – FSU or documents) is shared from origin to destination and vice versa.

a) Exchange of data from origin to destination

· Invoice, Packing List, Shippers Letter of Instructions and Air Waybill

· IE (Importer/ Exporter) Registration

· Shipment announced for the airport by submitting Advance Shipment Information (ASI)

· Shippers Declarations and Dangerous Goods Declarations

· Certificate of Origin (CoO)

· Terminal charges paid at the airport (TSP)

· Vehicle token issued

· FSU – FOH (Freight on Hand) – The consignment is on hand on this date at this location pending “ready for carriage” determination

· Customs declaration and Customs Clearance (export permission) 

· FSU – RCS (Receive from Shipper) - The status is updated when consignment is physically received from the shipper or the shipper’s agent. This indicates that the shipment is considered by the carrier as ready for carriage on the specified date at the specified location

· FSU – MAN (Shipment Manifestation) - The consignment has been manifested for a specified flight on a scheduled date for transport between the two locations

· FSU - DEP (Shipment Departed) - The status is updated when consignment has physically departed from a location on the scheduled date on a flight for transportation to the arrival location


Exports Flow:







b) Exchange of data from destination to origin

· FSU – ARR (Arrival) – The status is updated on arrival of a consignment in a scheduled flight at this location

· FSU – RCF (Shipment Received from flight) – The status indicates that the consignment is physically received from a specific flight or surface transport of the given airline

·  FSU - NFD (Shipment Notified to Consignee) – The status indicates the consignee or the consignee’s agent has been notified about the arrival of shipment. The details such as date of arrival and the location of shipment is shared

· FSU – AWD (Document Delivered) – The status is updated when the arrival documentation is physically delivered to the consignee or the consignee’s agent 

· FSU - CCD (Customs clearance status) - The consignment indicates that the shipment has been cleared by the Customs authorities 

· FSU - DLV (Shipment delivered) – The status is update when a consignment is delivered to the consignee or consignee’s agent



Imports Flow:







Functional Overiew

Any cargo supply chain involves multiple economic operators. Goods are exchanged amongst the stakeholders. However, in the exchange, there is no visibility to the stakeholder about the movement of cargo after it exits from a stakeholder’s possession. The community platforms were introduced to ensure visibility and transparency in the movement of cargo. All the stakeholder could share data and get visibility of cargo movement across the supply chain. However, this exchange of data was limited up to the departure of cargo from the origin airport. On arrival, cargo visibility was available to all the stakeholders involved in the supply chain at the destination.

There was a need to provide visibility of cargo movement at the origin to the stakeholders at the destination. After arrival, the exporter and other stakeholders needed to track the cargo movement at the destination. 





Digital corridors eliminate the lack of visibility and provides end-to-end details of cargo movement to all the stakeholders involved in export and import of cargo. Freight status updates are shared between the export and import station. 



Shipment information is entered at the export location for processing. On arrival at the import station, the data is re-entered in the systems used by the stakeholders at the destination. This delays the processing of shipment. At times, essential information is either lost or altered in the data entry process.





After establishing Digital Corridor, shipment data is captured at the source. Subsequently, the stakeholders are required to update details incrementally. Therefore, errors or loss of information due to entry of duplicate data are controlled. 


There is no medium for availability of shipment information at the import location in advance. 

With Digital Corridors, shipment documents and other details are shared with the import station at the time they are verified at the export location. On arrival, document clearance is handled in advance and clearance of physical cargo is faster.

In the export location, the value of product is declared to the Customs. At the import location, product value is declared by the importer to the import customs. Customs duties are levied as a percentage of declared value of the product. There is no validation whether the value declared at the import station is same as the value of product declared at the export location. At times, this leads to a loss of revenue to Customs department. 

Digital corridor allows the customs at the location of export to exchange declared value of product with the customs at import location. Thereby, safeguarding the loss of revenue.

Certificate of Origin (CoO) is an important international trade document. CoO certifies that goods in an export shipment are wholly obtained, produced, manufactured or processed in a specific country. CoO is required by multiple entities in the supply chain. Almost every country in the world requires CoO to determine the duties to be levied in the exchange of goods and whether the goods are imported legally.

Digital Corridors enables to exchange the CoO document between the export and import locations. All the declarations and document submissions that require CoO are addressed in advance. The staff check the consistency of the application and clearance information as well as the internal watch-list database. In case of errors, the request for re-issuing the document and submission of updated CoO is handled quickly.

Security of shipment data is always a concern of the stakeholders subscribing to the digital corridor.

Data is hosted in digital corridor platform after a confidentiality agreement. Therefore, any breach of trust leads to loss of reputation and hefty penalties. A Digital Corridor platform has seven layers of security. The likelihood of a data breach is minimal as opposed to data sharing through the conventional mediums. Through the digital corridors, restricted data sharing can be done with stakeholders across the supply chain. Sharing of relevant shipment information in advance supports seamless management of processes in the supply chain. Documents are shared in a secured manner. All the relevant stakeholders are informed in case there are updates in documents and status. All the transactions are immutable. Therefore, if needed, can be audited in future. Any data breach is identified immediately, and damage is controlled effectively. 

Safeguarding oneself from counterfeit goods, fraud and money laundering is vital for the stakeholders.

Digital Corridor supports in establishing the authenticity of goods and monetary transactions. Once shipment details are hosted on a digital corridor, it allows to track the source of commodity traded. Exchange of commodity through the lifecycle of shipment is traceable. Therefore, reducing the scope for exporting counterfeit goods to its minimum.  



Technical Overview

The Technical framework describes the relevant communications that takes place within GMAX and how the relevant milestones and documents will be made available to Frankfurt airport in Germany. 





The data formats and electronic documents that will be made available to Germany 



Benefits to stakeholders

A digital corridor that connects two airports provides substantial value to stakeholders. It addresses what every entity involved in the air freight supply chain may desire. With the support of such digital platforms, a holistic strategy to offer services in a manner that brings value to end customers can be created. It allows business entities to position themselves as the preferred trade partners as opposed to competition. Benefits achieved by enabling a digital corridor between two airports are:



		Benefit

		How Digital Corridor will facilitate?

		Stakeholder(s) Impacted



		Visibility

		Digital corridor will provide end-to-end shipment visibility from origin to destination. This leads to saving of effort and time involved in the tracking the shipments until their delivery to the consignee

		· Shipper

· Freight Forwarder

· Trucking Company

· Customs Broker

· Handler

· Consignee



		Transparency

		Digital Corridor will ensure complete transparency of the processes that are followed at the origin and destination airport. Business partners’ risk of counterfeiting is eliminated 

		· Shipper

· Freight Forwarder

· Customs Broker

· Customs

· Handler

· Consignee

· Govt/ Regulator



		Swift processing of documentation

		Digital Corridor enables shipment information and documentation to be available in advance. On arrival of cargo at the destination airport, processing of documents and cargo is quickly managed

		· Freight Forwarder

· Customs Broker

· Customs

· Handler

· Consignee



		Data capture at source

		After establishing a Digital Corridor, shipment data is captured at the source and shared with the stakeholders at the destination. This reduces the extra time, added effort and errors that occur due to re-entry of data at the destination airport

		· Shipper

· Freight Forwarder

· Trucking Company

· Customs Broker

· Customs

· Handler

· Consignee

· Govt/ Regulator



		Secured data sharing

		Digital Corridor is a blockchain based platform. 

Blockchain is an open, distributed ledger that can record transactions between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way. A platform based in blockchain is resistant to modification of data.

Therefore, risks associated with the loss or tampering of data is eliminated

		· Shipper

· Freight Forwarder

· Trucking Company

· Customs Broker

· Customs

· Handler

· Airline

· Consignee

· Govt/ Regulator



		Supports Customs clearance

		Digital Corridor will provide shipment information in advance. This will allow Customs declarations to be filed in advance.

Shipments that would require a physical inspection from customs are identified. Based on cargo arrival details, Customs inspection is planned and completed on time

		· Customs

· Handler

· Consignee

· Govt/ Regulator



		eFreight compliance

		Digital Corridor allows all the documentation to be shared digitally.

Digital exchange of documents aligns with the eFreight initiatives of IATA

		· Airport

· Shipper

· Freight Forwarder

· Trucking Company

· Customs Broker

· Customs

· Handler

· Airline

· Consignee

· Govt/ Regulator



		Saves cost

		Digital Corridor eliminates paper from any transactions amongst stakeholders.

Multiple copies of AWB generated for acceptance at truck dock, Cargo screening and Carting Order will be eliminated thereby reducing cost

		· Shipper

· Airline

· Consignee



		Higher Productivity

		Digital Corridor will provide shipment details in advance.

Advance information will allow to determine peak and off-peak hours of stakeholder. Based on the details, requirement related to manpower and equipment can be anticipated. Availability of required manpower and equipment at the airport and premise of other stakeholders will allow greater volume of cargo to be handled within a given frame of time.

		· Airport

· Shipper

· Freight Forwarder

· Trucking Company

· Customs Broker

· Customs

· Handler

· Consignee

· Govt/ Regulator



		Safeguards revenue 

		Digital Corridor allows shipment data to be entered once at its source. 

Any subsequent alterations in data is broadcasted across the network of stakeholders involved in the supply chain. This eliminates the risk of losing valuable commercial information thereby safeguarding the interest of Customs and other regulators by providing supporting information accurately for appropriately levying the excise duties

		· Customs

· Govt/ Regulator









Implementation Methodology



Constraints of Information in Digital Corridor

· Stakeholders are not connected through a community network: Digital corridors are about connecting two community networks to share information. When the stakeholders at one of the locations is not connected through a community network then it may contribute to a hinderance in establishing a digital corridor

· Data security concerns of stakeholders: storing data and important files on external service providers always opens risks.

· Downtime: cloud computing system are internet based, service outages are always a possibility and can occur for any reason.

· Vulnerability to Attack: every component is online, which exposes to potential vulnerabilities.

· Limited Control and Flexibility: Customers retain control of their applications, data, and services, but may not have the same level of control over their backend infrastructure.



Strategies to address constraints

· To establish a digital corridor with community network at one of the locations, Project team Logistics can connect directly with the stakeholders and share data.

· Vulnerability of data hosted on cloud is significantly controlled after enforcing Global Data Protection Rule (GDPR). Additionally, with an effective User access management in place data security is optimally ensured.

· Any impact due to downtime of cloud platforms can be minimized by multi-region deployments with automated failover to ensure business continuity. The exposure can be reduced by considering dedicated network connection with the cloud service provider.

· Vulnerabilities to attack can be controlled by adopting best practices such as making security core of all IT operations, regular checks of security policies and procedures, proactively classify information and apply access control and so on.

· Limited control and flexibility can be overcome by understanding your responsibilities and the responsibilities of the cloud vendor in the shared responsibility model to reduce the chance of omission or error.



1. Case Studies

Digital corridor between Mumbai and Amsterdam 

Background

Mumbai International Airport has a community platform called GMAX. All the stakeholders operating from Mumbai, India update their shipment data in GMAX. This allowed shipment visibility, electronic submission of documents and transparency of trade. Schiphol Airport has a community platform CARGONAUT. Data sharing and electronic document submission in Amsterdam, Netherlands is carried out through Cargonaut. 

GMAX and CARGONAUT in Mumbai and Amsterdam respectively were providing visibility and transparency of status, transactions and customs clearance. However, the exchange of information, documents and status were limited to the developments at domestic location. A medium to have similar visibility of status and operations from partner locations of trade was not available.

Problem Statement

Lack of end-to-end visibility of trade transactions from origin to the destination to all the stakeholders in all the phases of international trade supply chain.

Solution

· Process before Digital Corridor

Trade was between India and The Netherlands was carried out, however, visibility of a shipment up till final delivery to the consignee was a challenge. After a shipment departed from the export location, shipments status visibility was not available to the stakeholders at the origin. 

Details such as arrival of shipment at the destination airport, the status of custom clearance, discrepancies in shipment and its documentation and delay due to missing declarations could not be shared with the stakeholders at export station. 

On arrival at destination, shipment data was re-entered by GHA or other stakeholders at the import station. This caused delay in shipment delivery. At times errors in data entry added to the challenges of stakeholders. 

There was unnecessary loss of time, cost and revenue due to non-sharing of shipment data from source (export station), back and forth of communication to validate shipment information and loss of customs duty because of incorrect declarations.

· Process after establishing Digital Corridor between Mumbai and Amsterdam

Project team conceptualized and worked in partnership with Cargonaut a cargo community system provider in Netherlands to create world’s first digital air freight corridor between Mumbai and Schiphol airport. The Digital Corridor was established with the objective of creating a completely transparent supply chain.

In the first phase, exchange of real-time status of shipments between India and the Netherlands was achieved. 

Real time status exchange was followed by the second phase, it involved exchange of shipment data to eliminate duplicate processes. 

The Digital Corridor was set-up based on the framework of iShare. iShare, enables all players in the community to connect with each other based on mutual trust, irrespective of type, size, modality and jurisdiction. It is not a technical platform through which data flows; it is a framework of agreements on identification, authentication and authorisation of actors. During the trade process, digital documents shared have multiple versions. The iShare framework allows to create a unique record for each critical milestone. The framework delivered a transformational level of maturity in the way stakeholders share data with other partners and with partners of partners that may be unknow.







Benefits

1. Enhanced visibility of trade: complete transparency of trade activities across the supply chain between Mumbai and Amsterdam was attained. 

2. Optimized cost: cost incurred due to delay in information and back and forth of communication to validate data is controlled.

3. Increased Revenue: higher volume of shipments could be handled in a specified time-duration.

4. Simplify processes: data sharing from source significantly reduced the complexities of the process. All the details recorded at the source were available as it is at the destination.

5. Improved capacity utilization: availability of shipment information in advance supported in ensuring optimal number of men and equipment were available to effectively manage operations.

6. Modernized digital infrastructure  






Digital corridor between India and Taiwan

Background

Certificate of Origin (Coo) is an important international trade document that certifies that goods in an export shipment are wholly obtained, produced, manufactured or processed in a specific country.

CoOs are of two types Preferential and Non-preferential issued by Department of Customs or Revenue Authorities and Chamber of Commerce or Trader’s Association respectively.  

The certificates are signed and stamped in the origin country. Exporter couriers the CoO to importer. At the destination country, importer files the CoO with the other documents (such as Invoice, Packing List and so on) for Customs clearance and for declarations to other regulatory bodies. 

Countries where CoO issuance or declaration process is not digitized issue or accept physical copy of CoO. In cases where the option to digitally submit the CoO is not available in the destination country, physical copy of a digitally issued CoO is sent to the importer for declarations and clearance. Thereby reducing the impact of digitization of CoO issuance.   

Problem Statement

A medium to digitally connect the exporting and importing country was missing. At the importing country, option to electronically submit CoO to Customs department and other regulatory bodies was unavailable. It led to increased paperwork, lack of transparency, difficulty in Trade Data Collection and extended wait time for document verification.

· Existing Process (Paper based COO)

In India, the exporter can submit a request for issuing a Certificate of Origin through Project team Logistics’ eCoO platform. Indian Chamber of Commerce receives the request, approves and issues a CoO through the eCoO platform.

For all the exports to Taiwan, exporter gets a physical print of CoO from Project team’s eCoO system. The physical copy of CoO is stamped and sealed by Indian Chamber of Commerce. The exporter sends it to the importer along with other documents (such as Invoice, Packing List and so on) required for Customs clearance and declarations with National Treasury at Taiwan.

Import declarations in Taiwan are filed through Trade-Van digital solution. After filing the declarations, physical copy of the CoO is submitted to Customs and National Treasury Agency. Taiwan Customs verifies the authenticity of CoO and approves the import. National Agency retains a copy of CoO of import declaration for their records.

· Transformed Process (electronic COO)

Digital corridor was established between India and Taiwan. After establishing the digital corridor, eCoO issued by Indian Chamber of Commerce is submitted digitally (along with other trade document) to Importer in Taiwan. Importer verifies the eCoo and attaches the digital signature to confirm and validate the eCoo. 

Importer appoints Customs Broker (CB). CB obtains the shipment data submitted by the Exporter from the Trade-van system. Using that data, CB files the import declaration to Taiwan Customs through Trade-van solution. 

With the confirmation from Importer, CB attaches the eCoo along with import declaration to customs. All the details are sent digitally to National Treasury Agency through Trade-van system.

Digitalized CoO process



Benefits

· Saves time and cost 

· of filing a new application to chamber 

· of transportation involved in collecting certificate 

· involved in sending paper Coo to importer (overseas express courier expenses)

· Eliminates the effort of getting a stamp/seal on the Coo from Chamber of Commerce 

· Transmits cross border documents in a secure online environment

· Enhanced and secured service to importer

· Expedites customs clearance process

· Reduces wait time for cargo pick up, saving warehouse cost

· Assurance of authentic Coo






·  
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Phase I





Exchange of shipment information moving between the partner entities

B2B exchange of status





Phase II





Electronic exchange of trade documents between the connected partners

B2B electronic document exchange





Phase III





Customs status information exchange for shipments moving between India and Germany

Customs in both countries will have access to the corridor using which they can do pre-arrival processing, risk management, and paperless clearance

B2B2G exchange of customs status
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Q&A

Way forward



Brainstorming on ideas on 

other projects and way 

forward

By R Ananth



Blockchain based 
mutual recognition 

of AEOs



Distributed Ledger Technology

• Border Agencies need for more visibility to 
the Data to expedite clearances

• This also poses trust and privacy issues
• Need for paper less technologies.
• Limitations to use of traditional Public Key 

Infrastructure – especially in cross border 
transactions.

• Need for Distributed Ledger Technology –
not limited to Blockchain



Components in DLT

• Decentralised IDs ( DID) – to identify 
entities, persons, organisations, IoT 
Devices

• Customs can issue Verifiable Credential –
AEO or Shipping Bill – Authenticated 
document

• It is stored in Verifiable Data Registry – a 
DLT

• Same can be shared by exporter as 
Verifiable Presentation



Way Forward

• The framework is evolving and the 
applicability is being deliberated at various 
forums

• Applicability to the Logistics and cross 
Border regulatory processes requires more 
deliberation.

• Interested persons can collaborate further 
to take forward in this subject.



Landlocked countries’ 
corridor development

Standardisation & 
Guidance



Need for the guidance/ 
Standardisation

• The Land Borders are uniquely placed in 
comparison to Sea and Air Borders 
especially relating to regulatory movement 
of goods. The procedures vary significantly 
and highly localized.

• The purpose of this study the best 
practices across various aspects of 
regulatory framework and suggest building 
a compliance maturity matrix for land 
borders.



Aspects of the Standardisation

The project intends to study procedures at 
land borders on various aspects including

• Flow of Goods
• Flow of People
• Flow of Information
• Pre-arrival Processing
• Risk Management
• Physical Infrastructure
• Physical Verification
• Cooperation between both/multiple border 

agencies.
• Synchronization of operations among 

both/multiple border agencies.



Aspects of Regulatory Processes 
in Land Borders (1/2)

S. 
No. Parameters Sub-Parameters

1 Technology 
Platform

Pre arrival processing
CBM data exchange single window
Cross border information exchange
EDI-Enabled

2

Design of 
Border 
Crossing 
Points

Adequacy-Infrastructure assessment
Shared Infrastructure

ICT and Non-Intrusive Inspection

3

Policies for 
Control, 
Clearance 
and Transit

Transit Agreement
Revenue Transfer
Detailed & Seized Goods transfer
ECTS Tracking-Geofencing
AEO Recognition

4 Pre-Arrival 
Processing

Advance Filling(yes/NO)
AF-Minimum Window
RMS(yes/NO)



Aspects of Regulatory Processes 
in Land Borders (2/2)

S. 
No. Parameters Sub-Parameters

5 Physical 
Verification

VVTC
RFID Seal Readers
Barcode/ QR-Code recognition
ECTS Readers

6 Flow of People Risk Management/Facilitation
Separate processing area/in gates

7 Flow of Goods

Fast Lanes
Shared Infrastructure

CBM within participating countries agencies

Inland Clearance

8

Integrated 
Border 
Enforcement 
teams

Co-ordinated Inspection

Information Sharing-APNR, Vehicle/Driver, 
Scanning reports, PCA results



Thank you
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